
29 Elerumoke street Iyana Ajia
chb3 cocacola area ilesa

E-mail:  skkspecial1@gmail.com
Website:  www.skkspecial.com

Phone:  +2347063577935

QUALIFICATIONS Full Stack Development:

·Proficient in both frontend and backend development, utilizing industry-
standard languages such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and frameworks
like React, Angular, and Node.js.

·Profound experience in architecting and implementing scalable and
robust web applications, ensuring optimal performance and user
experience.

·Strong command over database management systems (e.g., MySQL,
MongoDB) with an ability to design efficient data models and write
secure and optimized server-side code.

Game Development:

·Extensive expertise in game design principles, mechanics, and industry-
leading frameworks such as Unity or Unreal Engine.

·Successful track record in creating immersive and interactive gameplay
experiences, implementing advanced physics simulations, and
optimizing game performance for various platforms.

·Proficiency in programming languages commonly used in game
development, such as C# or C++, combined with a deep understanding
of object-oriented programming principles.

App Development:

·Proven proficiency in developing cross-platform mobile applications for
iOS and Android using cutting-edge frameworks like React Native or
Flutter.

·Demonstrated ability to design elegant and intuitive user interfaces,
seamlessly integrate APIs, and ensure top-notch app security and
performance.

·In-depth knowledge of mobile app deployment processes on respective
app stores, including rigorous testing, App Store Optimization (ASO),
and release management.

NFT and Blockchain Development:

·Adept at developing decentralized applications (DApps) and smart
contracts on prominent blockchain platforms such as Ethereum or
Binance Smart Chain.

·Comprehensive understanding of non-fungible tokens (NFTs), their
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creation, integration, and seamless management within blockchain
ecosystems.

·Proficiency in utilizing blockchain technologies, implementing robust
wallets, and integrating secure and efficient transaction mechanisms.

Website and E-commerce Website Development:

·Proficient in designing and developing responsive and visually stunning
websites using the latest web technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, and
JavaScript.

·Extensive experience in customizing and utilizing content management
systems (CMS) such as WordPress and expert-level implementation of
e-commerce platforms like Shopify or WooCommerce.

·Strong command over search engine optimization (SEO) best
practices, website optimization techniques, and implementing robust
security measures for enhanced user trust and data protection.

INTERESTS 1. Emerging Technologies: Stay up to date with the latest advancements in
technology, including new programming languages, frameworks, and tools.
Explore emerging fields such as artificial intelligence, virtual reality, augmented
reality, and Internet of Things (IoT).

2. Open Source Contribution: Engage with the open-source community by
contributing to projects, sharing your code, and collaborating with other
developers. This allows you to enhance your skills, gain recognition, and give
back to the community.

3. Gaming and Game Design: Continue exploring and experimenting with
different game genres, mechanics, and storytelling techniques. Stay updated
on the latest trends in the gaming industry, attend conferences or events, and
participate in online communities to connect with other game developers and
enthusiasts.

4. Blockchain and Cryptocurrency: Deepen your understanding of blockchain
technology by exploring its various applications beyond NFTs. Follow news
and developments in the cryptocurrency space, learn about decentralized
finance (DeFi), and consider participating in blockchain-related events and
hackathons.

5. User Experience (UX) Design: Enhance your knowledge of UX principles, user
research methodologies, and usability testing. Continuously strive to create
user-friendly interfaces that provide intuitive and engaging experiences across
different devices and platforms.

6. E-commerce and Online Business: Stay informed about the latest trends and
best practices in e-commerce, digital marketing, and customer experience.
Consider exploring topics such as conversion optimization, user acquisition
strategies, and effective online storefront design.

7. Continuous Learning and Professional Development: Embrace a growth
mindset and commit to lifelong learning. Stay updated with relevant industry
publications, online courses, and webinars to expand your knowledge and
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further refine your skills.

REFERENCES References available upon request.

WORK EXPERIENCE Volatility may2023 — june 2023

Volatility May 2023 — June 2023

Wolf financials Jan. 2023 — March 2023

Wolf financials Dec 2021 — Jan 2022

Mathew Dec 2021 — Dec 2021

The Brags jan 2020 — May 2020

John feb 2019 — may 2019

Research on building security validation software

Blockchain Implementation in the Game

DEX and Token creation

DEX and Token setup and creation

Shopify Website

NFT Marketplace

CEO21 Game Development

EDUCATION B. Tech jan 2015 — Nov 2019
Yaba Tech Lagos
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